
Some words about the loading calculator H600w: 
In H600w we think simple - like this: 
1. Make a condition 
2. Calculate condition and check if the traffic light is RED or GREEN. 
3. And perhaps you will test different damages for this condition? Do it. 
  
If GREEN light:  
All is OK! (All defined requirements (claims) are OK) 
 
If RED light: 
Point to the RED light and you will be told what are wrong. 
 
If you get sanswers like these: 
a) GetGZArea(0,30)=>0.055 
    Then the area from 0-30 is less than 0.055MR 
b) GetGZArea(0,Min(40,FloodAngle3))=>0.09 
    Then the area from 0-40 (or from 0-FA3 if FA3 less than 40), is less than 0.09MR 
c) GetGZArea(30,Min(40,FloodAngle3))=>0.03 
    Then the area from 30-40 (or from 30-FA3 if FA3 less than 40), is less than 0.03MR 
d) GMT=>0.35 
    Then GMT is less than 0.35M 
e) GZMaxAngle => 25 and GMT=>0.35 
    Then the Angle where GZ is Max is less tan 25° or the GMT value is less than 0.35M 
f) GetGZMax(30,LastAngle)=>0.2 
    Then the Max. value for GZ between 30 and last calculated angle is less than 0.2M. 
And so on…. 
FIX THE PROBLEM (correct the loading condition)  
THEN YOU GET GREEN LIGHT! 
 
Explanation: 
FA3 = The lowest of all Flood Angle Type3 = Flood Angle for openings which can not be closed. 
 
THEN EVERYTHING IS OK! 
 
SIMPLE? Yes, very simple! 
… and everyone understand it! 
… and it works. 
 
 



Some Screen shots from the HYPET Loading Calculator, H600w: 
 
In HYPET you are working directly to the GEOMETRY! 
NO interpolation in hydrostatic table any more. 
For damage cases, the geometry representing actual damage, will be excluded from the hull geometry. 
 
Take a look at the geometry from “2.5D” view: 

 
Here you can browse through all Sections, Boxes, Volume Sections, Damages, Tanks, Ref.lines, Flood 
points and Probabilistic Compartments. You can look at the geometry for the whole ship or one or many 
components in different angles. Select X/Y/Z values for new view. 
If you want to see a given waterline, please input “your” DA, DF and a Heel Angle. 
 



Overview all condition 

 
When selecting different condition by mouse or move up/down with the arrow-key, new draft is 
calculated. At top you see the draught and at bottom you see the ship with actual trim/draft.   
Press Insert to make new condition or Copy to copy existing condition. 
You can also Export/Import wanted condition – to send on e-post. 
 
 



Inside each condition: 

 
When using different colour for different Dead Weight Components in the DW-code table, it is easy to 
see different type of load like FW, FO, WB, LO, DO and so on. At the right, you always will see how 
many % are used or included in actual condition. In “View2” and “View3” you will see different 
presentations. In “Paid load” you can see total sum for all contents for tanks marked with “Paid load” 
 
About the DW-code table:   

 
Give what is “100%filling” in M3 for each “Code”. Then the program can be able to calculate how many 
% of the total you use for different code inside the condition table. 
Mark[v] the column “S” to tell condition table report to include this “Code” into the summary table.  
 



Input each Pos. No: 
Multifunction for tanks: 
Tank: Usual tank 
Other: If you want to input all data for tanks yourself (Description, Volume, LCG, VCG, TCG, IT etc. 
Grain compartment: Select between rooms prepared for grain loading.  

 
Get tank from list and input %, Vol.(M3), Weight(T), Sounding(M) or Ullage(M) for given Tank Code. 
 
Tank table: 

 
If you select tab “Grain” you will see all rooms prepared for GRAIN. 
Max. allowed grain moment for ship is calculated automatically using specified requirements. 
 
 



Press the (Full Calculation)-button and you see this picture: 

 
You can see: 
Max. allowed VCG or Min.GM. 
Lowest Flood Angle for lowest point each Type: 1, 2 or 3. 
The Traffic light will show GREEN(all claims are OK) or RED(one or more claims are NOT OK) 
If RED light then point to the RED light and you will bee told what is wrong. 
If you in “Damages to calc.” give damages 1-6 and press the (Make summary table)-button, the program 
will tell you if all specified DAMAGE-claims for the condition is OK or not.  
At bottom you can see a small GZ-curve, Bending Moment and Shear Forces. 
 
 



About the GZ-curve: 
Today HYPET will always show the GZ curve both for PS and SB. 
We do this – to be sure – not to fool ourself or any approval authority. 
You can select to plot information for WIND, GRAIN or TOWING inside the GZ-curve. 
Press the (GZ)-button at top left to see the GZ-curve. 
 
A typical GZ-curve showing WIND looks like this: 

 
You can study the GZ-curve by giving different input for “Angle(from)” and “Angle(to)” 
Here you can refer to legal variables which you find when RIGHT-click the mouse like: HeelAngle, 
GZMaxAngle, GetGZMaxAngle(from,to) GZMinAngle, GetGZMinAngle(from,to), FloodAngle1, 
FloodAngle2, FloodAngle3 and so on. You can use expression like: FloodAngle3 - (HeelAngle+5) and 
much more. 
The BLUE vertical line show angle for EQUILIBRIUM, SB or PS. 
 



A typical GZ-curve showing GRAIN looks like this: 

 
 



A typical GZ-curve showing TOWING looks like this: 

 
 
 



Press the (FM)-button at top left to se information about SHEAR & BENDING MOMENTs. 

 
Here you see Shear Forces. 
Press tab “Bending moment” to see bending moment and tab “Strength table” to see all in table format.  
 
 



A typical condition table report incl. WIND looks like this: 

 
 
 



The GZ-curve for the WIND condition above: 

 
 
 



A typical condition table report incl. GRAIN looks like this: 

 
 
 



The GZ-curve for the GRAIN condition above: 



 
 
Just a little more damage: 

 
In the picture above we want to test a condition for DAMAGE no.2. 
From “Ship/Set actual damage” we select damage 2. 
Then program find this: 
Tank no. 4, 7 and 9 are part of the damage 2 and was used in condition. 
At top right you can see all damaged tanks used in condition. All these tanks will be emptied using actual 
specified gravity and then filled up by sea water, up to the outside sea water level.  
In example above, all tanks(4,7&9) have no contents and therefore nothing is emptied.  
 
 



Draft report for surveyor: 
 
You can select to print a short draft report for the surveyor like this: 

 
 
 



Flood angles can be graphically presented like this: 

 
 
 



The “Summary table” looks like this: 

 
Here you get a nice overview for up to 6 conditions each page. 
 
AND MUCH MORE……… 


